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Abstract 
In this paper we prove that a vertex-centered automorphism of a tree gives a proper factor 
of the characteristic polynomial of its distance or adjacency matrix. We also show that the 
characteristic polynomial of the distance matrix of any graph always has a factor of degree equal 
to the number of vertex orbits of the graph. These results are applied to full k-ary trees and 
some other problems. 
Adjacency matrices and their spectra have arisen naturally as a tool with which to 
study graphs. The idea of a distance matrix seems a natural generalization, with 
perhaps more specificity than that of an adjacency matrix. However, the spectra of 
neither adjacency matrices nor distance matrices characterizes even trees; see [12]. 
Distance matrices and their spectra have also arisen independently from a data 
communication problem studied by Graham and Pollack, [9], in 1971, in which their 
most important feature is their number of negative eigenvalues. See Graham and 
Lovasz [S] or [4] for a description of the problem. 
Let G be a graph. Typically, the computation of the characteristic polynomial of the 
adjacency matrix of a graph G, CPA(G), has been related to finding certain kinds of 
subgraphs of the original graph. For instance, let T be a tree on n vertices. Then the 
each coefficient of CPA(T) can be computed knowing only the number of matchings 
in the tree with a fixed number of edges. Graham and Lovasz have proven a similar 
theorem for distance matrices of trees, in which each coefficient of CPD(T) can be 
computed using linear combinations of the numbers of certain subforests with three 
different fixed numbers of edges, see 181. The coefficients of the linear combinations 
are related to the degrees of vertices in the subforests. Thus it is much more difficult to 
compute these coefficients for distance matrices than for adjacency matrices. 
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In this paper we present a technique for finding proper factors of the characteristic 
polynomial of the distance (or adjacency) matrix of a tree. This can greatly simplify the 
process of finding the eigenvalues of the distance matrix. The method is to look for 
linearly independent vertex-centered automorphisms of the tree, and to include the 
information from the vertex orbits of the tree. Usually the obvious automorphisms 
and the vertex orbit component together are enough to multiply to the correct degree 
and we have the whole characteristic polynomial. We use this method to compute the 
characteristic polynomials of the distance matrices of some examples. We also provide 
a lower bound on the number of times that - 2 is an eigenvalue of the characteristic 
polynomial of a tree, which is an improvement of 1131. Finally, we compute the 
characteristic polynomial of full k-ary trees as the product of a sequence of poly- 
nomials that we describe with linear recurrences. 
Basic definitions. Graphs are taken to be simple, with no multiple edges or loops, and 
connected. An automorphism of a graph G is a mapping from the vertex set of G to 
itself such that vertices u, v are adjacent if and only their images under the automor- 
phism are adjacent. The automorphism group of G partitions the vertices into vertex 
orbits by two vertices are in the same vertex orbit if there exists an automorphism of 
G that takes one to the other. The adjacency matrix of a graph G with n vertices, A(G), 
is defined to be an n x n matrix with i, j entry 1 if vertex i and vertex j are adjacent and 
0 otherwise. Its characteristic polynomial is CPA(G)=det(A(G)-X). The distance 
matrix of a graph G with n vertices, D(G), is defined to be an n x n matrix with i, j entry 
the distance in the graph between vertex i and vertex j. Its characteristic polynomial is 
CPD(G)= det(D(G)-3.1). Let T be a tree on n vertices, with distance matrix D(T). 
A leaf of a tree is a vertex with degree 1. An automorphism of a tree is said to be 
vertex-centered at v if the automorphism permutes some of the connected components 
of T-v and leaves the rest of T (including v) fixed. Let C be the complex numbers. 
Let ei be the column vector with 1 in the ith place and 0 otherwise. For any 
set & let e.7=CsES e,. The full k-ary tree of length r, F,,k, is defined inductively 
by F,,, is the star with k edges, and F,,k is Fr-,,k with k new edges added to each leaf. 
The root of F,,, is the vertex of degree k in the original F1,,. See [l, 1 l] for graph 
concepts; [4] for an introduction to adjacency matrices; [lS] for linear algebra 
background. 
We make use of the following linear algebra result. 
Theorem 1. Let V he an n-dimensional vector space over C, A he an n x VI matrix, and 
W he a t-dimensional s&space of V with basis wl, w2, . . . , w,. Suppose that A W c Wand 
let B be the t x t matrix whose ith row is the coejicientsfiom the expression qf Awi as 
a linear combination of wl, w2, . . , wt. Then det(B-il) divides det(A-A!). 
Proof. Let E be the change of basis matrix from the first t standard basis vectors 
to N’i, w2 , . . . , IVt. Then det(A--1)=det(E-‘AE-III). But the tx t upper left 
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submatrix of E-‘AE is B and below B the matrix is zero, because A W c W. Thus 
det(E- 1 AE - 21) equals det (B - 11) times another polynomial. 0 
The first part of our method involves using the vertex orbits of a graph. 
Theorem 2. Let G he a graph with vertex orbits S1, SZ, . . . , S,.. Let V= (e,,: 1 < i < r). 
Let B, he the r x r matrix whose ith row is the coe#icients from the expression of D(G)es, 
as a linear combination qf vectors in V. Then det(B,-iI) divides CPD(G). 
Proof. We show that D(T) V G V. Let v be a vertex of Tand row(r) be the row of D( T) 
corresponding to v. For vertices u, u, let d(u, u) be the distance from u to v in T. Then 
row(v). es, = c d(u, v). 
Since every automorphism of G preserves distance, if v’ is in the same orbit as v, then 
C d(u, v) = u; d(u, 4. 
USS, 
We call this factor the orbit factor. 0 
For example, if G is vertex-transitive, then V has dimension 1, Bc is the 1 x 1 matrix 
whose single entry is the sum of any row of D(G), and this number is an eigenvalue of 
D(G). If G has no non-trivial automorphisms, then every vertex is in a different vertex 
orbit, and the orbit factor is the whole CPD(G). 
The second part of our method for a tree T involves finding 2 or more copies of the 
same subtree in T. 
Theorem 3. Suppose that tree T has a vertex-centered automorphism, 71, with z as the 
center. Let U1 and U2 he connected components of T-z, such that z(U1 ) = U2. Let u1 
he the vertex in U1 which is adjacent to z, and u2 = z(ul). Then we can $nd a fizctor of 
CPD( T) of degree the number of orbits qf U1, considered as a rooted tree with root ul. 
Proof. Let the vertex orbits of U1 with ui as the root be Si, SZ, . . . , S,. Then the 
corresponding orbits of U, are n(Sr ), n(S,), . . . , rr(S,). Let V, = (es, - enCs,): 1~ j d q). 
Clearly the vectors that generate V, are independent, hence the dimension of V, is q. 
We show that D(T) V, z V,. Let w be a vertex in T and row(w) be the row of D( T) that 
corresponds to vertex w. Let x(w) = row(w). e s, -e,(s,,. Any two vertices in Sj have the 
same distance to ur and hence to z, and hence to any other vertex in T- U1. Similar 
statements are true for I. Any two vertices in Sju7C(Sj) have the same distance to z. 
Now if w is in T- { U1, U,}, then the distance from w to a vertex in Sj is equal to the 
distance from w to a vertex in Tc(Sj), hence we get x(w)=O. 
If w E U1 then suppose w E St. Let 6~ be another vertex in Sr and 6 E rc(S,). We show 
that x(w)=x($)= --x(G). For vertices v, v’ let d(u, v’) be the distance from v to u’. For 
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any vertex M’, let 
Y(\V)= c d(w, r) and rrY(u’)= 1 d(w,u). 
ves, L,G?I(S,) 
Then x(~v)= Y(w)-n Y(\v). Since \V and G> are both in the same vertex orbit of U r, 
Y(w) = Y(G). On the other hand, n Y(w) = rt Y(G) as well, since I+ and ci, have the same 
distance to z. Clearly Y(\v)=~ Y(G), since U1 and U2 are isomorphic, and 
rt Y(MJ)= Y(G), since w and @ are the same distance from z. 0 
Corollary 4. Let T he u tree, and z u vertex with k > 2 IeuJ‘ neighbors. Then - 2 is an 
eigenvalue of’CPD(T) at least k- 1 times. 
Proof. In this case, U is the graph with one vertex. Let the leaves be 1r, I,, . . . , lk. Then 
thevectorse,,-e,,,e,,-e,,,...,el,_, -elk are independent, and each are eigenvectors 
of D(T), with eigenvalue -2. 0 
Corollary 5. Let S, he the star with n+ 1 oertices. Then 
CPD(S,)=(-1)“+‘(3.2-2(n-1)~-n)(3.+2)”-’. 
Corollary 6. Let 2S, he the tree with 2(n + 1) rertices in which there are two oertices of 
degree n+ 1 and 2n t?ertices of degree 1. Then 
CPD(2S,)=(-1)2’“+1)(3.+2)2(“-“(i+n)(/l+l)(i.2-(5n-l)~,-9n). 
Corollary 7. Let T he a tree, p he the number of‘leares of‘ T, and q he the number of 
Dertices that are adjacent to a leqf Then - 2 occurs as an eigenvalue of D( T) at least 
p-q times. 
Proof. Every vertex that is adjacent to k leaves (for k 3 2) gives k - 1 eigenvalues of 
-2. Thus there are at least p-q of them. n 
This corollary is a minor improvement of a theorem of Merris, see [13]. The 
number of - 2 eigenvalues of D( T) does not solely depend on the number of leaves, see 
Remark 11 below. 
We now illustrate the utility of this method by computing CPD(F,,,). To state our 
result, we need to introduce two sequences of polynomials which will appear as factors 
in CPD(F,,,). A sequence of polynomials P, can be equivalently described by a linear 
recurrence, a generating function or a linear combination of constants raised to the 
power n. These equivalences are discussed in general in [ 141. It will be convenient to 
describe the first sequence of polynomials with a linear recurrence, and to describe the 
second by a generating function. 
Let Pi,k(~) be the polynomial of degree i, defined inductively by 
PlJ,!$.)= 1. Pt,k(j-)= -2-1, 
and 
Let 
Let 
P. ,+l,k(A)= -(Z+(k+ l)A)Pi,k(;l)-kki** Pi-r,k(;l). 
N(k,&x)= -k525x5+k3i3x4((3k+l)A+(2k+2)) 
+k2i.x3((3k+3)A2+(2k+6)3.+3) 
+kx2((k+3)AZ+4i+ l)+ix. 
M(k,)L,x)=(k/lx+ l)(kA2x2+x(2+(k+ l)i)+ 1) 
.(k3jt2X2+kx(2+(k+l)i,)+1). 
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Let Q,+IJ (A) be the polynomial of degree r+ 1, defined by 
Theorem 8. Let k 3 2, and let F,,, be the fill k-ary tree with maximum distance r jiom 
the root. Then 
Proof. Notice that the degree of the right hand side above is the telescoping sum 
and this is indeed equal to CL=, k’, the number of vertices in a full k-ary tree. We use 
Theorem 3 to compute CPD(F,,,), where F,,, is the full k-ary tree with maximum 
distance r from the root, by finding independent vector spaces that are preserved 
under the action of D(T). For each vertex z in Fl,k not on the bottom level, z is joined 
to k isomorphic copies of the same rooted tree: let Uj be the rooted tree with its root 
thejth from the left child of z. Let the top level of Fr,k be labelled 0 and the level at 
distance i from the top be labelled level i. If vertex z is on level i, then 
U, = Uz = ... = Uk = F,_i_ l,k. Therefore, using Theorem 3 exactly k- 1 times on z by 
sending U, to U2, and Uz to U,, . . . . Uk_l to Uk, we have D(F,,,) V, G V, for each of 
the k- 1 Vhs. Therefore, we can find a factor of CPD(F,,k), say Pr_i,kr of degree the 
number of orbits of FI_i_l,k, which is r-i, that appears k- 1 times. Since there are k’ 
vertices on level i in the identical situation as z, this gives us (k- 1)k’ copies of 
Pl_i,k that divide CPD(F,,k) (as long as all the vector spaces V, for each z are 
independent). We also get a factor of degree r+ 1 by taking the orbit factor V of the 
whole tree, F,,k. 
Fix r. Let Cr=xLEO k’. We first show that the k- 1 vector spaces V, for each vertex 
z given by Theorem 3 are linearly independent. The vertex orbits of F,,k are the levels 
of the tree. Let Vj= ( each of the k - 1 Vis: z is on levelj) for each level 0~ j<r. Let 
M be the C, x t matrix with columns all the generating vectors of the Vks, and t = the 
number of all these vectors. All of the vector spaces given by Theorem 3 are generated 
by vectors with nonzero entries only in one orbit. Hence we need only consider 
a single vertex orbit of F,,k at a time to determine if all the vector spaces are 
independent. Fix level i in F,,k. Let M(i) be the k’ x ti submatrix of M with columns the 
column vectors from each of VO, VI, VZ, . . . , V, indexed by vertices on level i and 
ti= the number of generating vectors in the V)s that have nonzero coordinates for 
vertices on level i. 
Lemma 9. Let J he the k x 1 column oector (fall 1’s. Then 
M(i)= 
J 0 ... 0 M(i-1) 0 0 . . . 0 
-J J ... 0 0 M(i-1) 0 ... 0 
0 -J 0 0 0 M(i-1) ... 0 
. . . . . . 
0 0 -J 0 0 0 ... M(i-1 
Proof (of lemma). Let 1 < j<r. Then 
where Sjl are the levelj descendants of the leftmost child of the root of F,,kr Sjz are the 
level j descendants of the second from the left child of the root, etc. The only 
generating vectors from V0 with non-zero coordinates on level i are es:-es;, 
esz--es:, . . . , es” I-eskand these appear above in M(i)as the first k- 1 columns. Once 
we have considered the contribution from the single vertex on level 0, what remains is 
k disjoint copies of F,_ I,k. By induction, this is k copies of M(i- 1). CI 
We also must include the vector of all l’s from the orbit factor V, so let 
M’(i)=[J, M(i)] where J is the vector of all 1’s. Notice that M’(i) is a square k’x k’ 
matrix by induction. We show that det(M’(i))#O, and hence that all these vectors are 
linearly independent. 
We can manipulate (without changing the determinant) the first k columns of M’(i) 
as if they were the k x k matrix M’(1). We multiply M’(1) on the right by the k x k 
matrix B =(h,,j) where 
r 
1 if i=j, 
hi,j=tk+l -i if j=l and 2<i<k, 
0 otherwise. 
Since B has determinant 1, det( M’( l)B) = det( M’( I)). It is easy to check that M’( l)B is 
a lower triangular matrix with determinant (- l)kml k. Therefore, 
Idet(M’(i)) 1 =k(det(M’(i- l)))k. 
We have seen that det(M’(l)) =( - l)k-’ k and this is never zero, hence by induction, 
det(M’(i)) is never zero. Therefore the vectors are linearly independent. This gives us 
that 
where Pi,k(Il)= the factor of degree i that came from a vertex on level r-i. Clearly, 
Pi,k(3.) does not depend on the choice of r, as long as r3i. We can compute Pi,k(~) 
recursively by looking at Fi,k. 
Fix Y. In order to compute Pl,k(A) recursively, we compute the matrix of the action 
of D(F,,k) on VO of F,,k. Let N be the C, x Y matrix with columns {es;-es;: 1 <t <r} 
where S: is the set of vertices in F,,k at distance t from the top and descendants of the 
leftmost child of the top, and S: are the descendants of the second from the left child of 
the root, on level i. (That is, N describes one of the k isomorphic spaces that comprise 
VO of F*,k.) 
Now Pl,k(3.) is the characteristic polynomial of the r x r matrix P[k] that records 
the action of D(F,,,) on N. That is the i, jth entry matrix P[k] is the coefficient of 
esl-es2 in the linear expansion of D(F,,k)(eS1-es2). We need compute only row 
(j)‘(es;Les:) for a single vertex j in orbit Sj ‘to And the i, jth entry of P[k] by 
symmetry. If i I j, then vertex j has 1 vertex on level i at distance j- i; (k - 1) vertices 
on level i at distance (j- i + 2); (k2 -k) vertices on level i at distance (j- i + 4), etc. 
Hence row(j) in D(F,,,) times esl-es2 is I I 
(j-i)+(k-l)(j-i+2)+k(k-l)(j-i+4)+.., 
= -2(1 +k+k2+...+kim1)= -2ci_1. 
If i > j, then vertex j has k'- j vertices on level i at distancej- i; k’-j+’ - k’-j vertices on 
level i at distance (j-i+2), etc. Hence row(j) in D(F,,,) times es:-es: 
k’-‘((i-j)+(i-j+2)(k-l)+(i-j+4)(k2-k)+... 
+(i+j-2)(k-1)kje2-(i+j)kj-1 
=k'-j(-j+(2-j)(k- 1)+(4-j)(k2-k)+ . . . +(j-2)(kjm1 -kjm2)-jkje1) 
= -2k’-‘(1 +k+k2+...+kj-I)= _2ki-jc,_,, 
We perform some elementary row and column operations on det(P[k] -11) to 
simplify taking its determinant. We subtract the Ith column from the (I+ 1)st column, 
beginning with l=r- 1 (the first column remains the same). Finally we subtract 
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k times new row I from new row I+ 1 for l= 1 to r- 1. Our resulting matrix Z,=(z;,j) 
has 
i 0 if Ii-,jI>2, 
-2-A if i=j=l, 
7. .= IL,, -2-(k+ 1)i. if i=j and i> 1, 
i if i=j-1, 
kl if i=j+ 1. 
By expanding out the last column, we get 
Hence 
I’,,#)= -(2+(k+ l)E,)P,~,,,(i,)-k~‘P,~,,,(~). 
Now Qr+ I,k(A) is the characteristic polynomial of the (r + 1) x (r + 1) matrix Q[k] of 
the action of D(F,,,) on the orbit factor V=(es,: O<i<r) where Si is the set of level 
i vertices. To find the i,jth entry of Q [k], we multiply row(j) of D(F,,,) times es,. This 
is the sum of all distances from a vertex on rowj to each of the vertices on row i. Hence 
if icj, it is 
+k’-‘(k-l)(j+i) 
= -2-2k-2k2-...-2kip’+(j+i)k’= -2Ci_l+(j+i)ki. 
If i>j, this is -2C,_r k’-j+(i+j)k’. Hence Qr+l,k(A) is the determinant of the 
(r+l)x(r+l) matrix Z*+r indexed by 0 <i, j d r with entries 
i - i” if i=,j=O, 
.i if i=O and ,j>O, 
ik’ if .j=O and i>O, 
qj= 
2ik’-2Cipl-A if i=j>O, 
(i+j)k’-2Cim1 if j>i> 1, 
\ 
(i+j)k’-2kim1Cjm1 if i>j>t. 
Using matrix manipulations similar to those for the P’s, we get z,.,, with entries 
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-i if i=j=O, 
1+jt if i=O and j=l, 
1 if i=O and j>l, 
k+ki if j=O and i=l, 
Zi,j= k’ if j=O and i>l, 
3. if j-i=1 and i, j>O, 
kl if i-j=1 and i, j>O, 
-2-(k+l)I if i=j>O, 
\O if Ii-j/>2 and i, j>O. 
Let B,(1) be the determinant of 5, 1 with its first column and last row removed; and 
let D, be the determinant of z,+ 1 with its first column and first row removed. Then 
Q r+ l,kG)= 
-(2+(k+1)~)Q,,,(i.)-k/l2Q,-,,,(~~)+(-l)’2krB,-,(I)-k’D,-,(1). 
We also get 
B,(~~)=~.B,_,(/I)+(-l)‘-‘D,-l(n) 
and 
D,@)=(-(k+ l)n-2)D,_,(/1)-ki2 0,-2(i). 
Doing the computations, we get 
m 
c D&)x”= - k12x2+(2+(k+ 1)2)x 
n=O kit2x2+(2+(k+ 1)1)x+ 1’ 
co 
c B,(/z)x” = - kL3x3-(2+(k+ 1)A)3.x2+(1 +i)x 
n=O k3.3x3-(2+(k+ 1)/2)ix2+(2+(k+2),I)x- 1 ’ 
These two generating functions plus the recurrence give us the generating function of 
the Qr,d4. 0 
Remark 10. Note that -2 is always a root of P 4n+1,2(A), and hence that the given 
factorization for CPD(F,,,)(A) is not complete over the integers. 
Remark 11. Although Remark 10 shows that we may not have an exact count, at least 
we can bound the total number of distinct eigenvalues of CPD(F,,,) from above by 
(7’). 
Remark 12. Let Fr,k be the full k-ary tree with maximum distance r from the root. 
Then 
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where each Ri,k(~) has degree i and 
Ti 
c R,,k(i)~“= 
VI=0 1 + ;J’+ kx2’ 
Open Question (L. Butler). Trees in general are not characterized by their character- 
istic polynomials of adjacency or distance matrices. Are k-ary trees special? In other 
words, are the full k-ary trees the only trees to have the distance matrix spectra 
described above‘? 
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